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Abstract
This paper introduces a new UAV path planning method for creating high-quality 3D reconstruction models of large and
complex structures. The core of the new method is incorporating the topology information of the surveyed 3D structure
to decompose the multi-view stereo path planning into a collection of overlapped view optimization problems that can be
processed in parallel. Different from the existing state-of-the-arts that recursively select the vantage camera views, the new
method iteratively resamples all nearby cameras (i.e., positions/orientations) together and achieves a substantial reduction
in computation cost while improving reconstruction quality. The new approach also provides a higher-level automation
function that facilitates field implementations by eliminating the need for redundant camera initialization as in existing
studies. Validations are provided by measuring the variance between the reconstructions to the ground truth models. Results
from three synthetic case studies and one real-world application are presented to demonstrate the improved performance. The
new method is expected to be instrumental in expanding the adoption of UAV-based multi-view stereo 3D reconstruction of
large and complex structures.

Keywords UAVpath planning ·Topology-based · 3D reconstruction ·Multi-view stereo ·Complex structures ·Computational
complexity

Introduction

Significant growth of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) appli-
cations has been witnessed in land surveying [1], urban
surveillance [2], post-disaster evaluation [3], and structural
inspections [4]. High-accuracy 3D reconstruction is often
required for many UAV applications. Meanwhile, multi-
view stereo (MVS) [5] was recognized as a viable tool for
reconstructing high-quality three-dimensional (3D) models
utilizing images from different viewpoints. However, using
aerial MVS to reconstruct 3D models of large complex
structures remains a challenge primarily due to the lack of
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appropriate path planning tools to determine the optimalUAV
cameras’ poses to acquireMVS images of the surveyed struc-
tures.

In MVS, images must satisfy quality criteria [6] to obtain
high-quality models. These criteria may slightly vary in dif-
ferent MVS algorithms, but there are some standard criteria
such as the coverage/visibility, resolution, incidence angle,
baseline, and parallax [7–9]. When a 3D model of the sur-
veyed structure is available (i.e., 3D Computer-aided Design
(CAD), building information modeling (BIM), 2.5D digi-
tal elevation model, rough photometric reconstruction), the
UAV’s camera views/paths can be designed in amodel-based
fashion where the optimal trajectories can be computed by
maximizing the MVS quality at each observed surface of
the 3D structures [10]. Among the model-based path plan-
ning methods, Next-Best-View (NBV) was recognized as
the state-of-the-art [11–14]. NBV is a recursive view selec-
tion process: at each step, NBV selects the best view from
an ensemble of candidate camera views based on a quality
criterion. This approach has been used in several existing
studies: from the early works where the focus was the indoor
active range imaging in a controlled environment [15, 16],
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to the more recent applications of the outdoor aerial MVS
reconstruction [17–21]. Roberts et al. [19] modeled theMVS
quality of a UAV trajectory as to how well the cameras cover
the structure’s surface light field. The method formulated the
coverage function as submodular and found the near-optimal
trajectories by (1) finding the best orientation at each candi-
date camera and (2) selecting the best subset of the camera
positions based on the UAV constraints. Hepp et al. [20] also
employed the submodularity and used the information gain
(IG) to quantize the goodness of each camera viewpoint.
Based on the volumetric representation of the structure’s
geometry, the method combined the optimization of camera
positions and orientations into an integrated view selection
process. One issue in these NBVmethods is that the greedily
selected viewpoints do not guarantee the optimal quality. In
addition, these methods assumed that a single camera view
could determine a point in 3D space, which contradicts the
basic MVS quality assurance principle that at least two dif-
ferent views are required.

Smith et al. [22] studied a reconstruction heuristic that
measured the MVS quality based on the two-view geomet-
ric analysis [7, 23]. The two-view quality heuristic measures
not only the visibility/coverage of the cameras to the surface
points but also the geometries concerning other views. Based
on the heuristic, the method adaptively adjusted the cameras
from a user-defined flight path for high-quality reconstruc-
tion of urban scenes. Zhou et al.’s [24] study started with
a dense camera set sampled along the normal of the urban
structures.Basedon thequality heuristic, themethodgreedily
selected and adjusted vantage cameras in sequence to reduce
the image redundancywhile increasing theMVSquality.One
major limitation of these studies is that the final reconstruc-
tion heavily relies on the quality of the initialized cameras
because the methods only adjusted the cameras locally in
space. Therefore, the camera initialization can be a challenge
when dealing with more complex geometries (such as resi-
dential buildings, chemical plants, etc.) where sharp corners,
concave regions, and uneven surfaces exist across the model,
making the initialization of good camera viewpoints difficult.
Furthermore, the quality heuristic was evaluated based on all
available cameras in the existing methods, which makes it
computationally expensive since it requires quadratic opera-
tions to find the best quality matches at each point. The path
optimization based on this heuristic requires re-evaluating
the model surface quality at each iteration. These optimiza-
tion methods often include infeasible view candidates per
multi-view stereo criteria, where computation time can grow
significantly as the size of the surveyed object increase.

A topology-basedUAVpath planningmethod is presented
in this paper to improve both the scalability and recon-
struction quality of the existing 3D path planning methods.
The proposed method outperforms existing methods in the

presented cases in terms of the computational cost, the recon-
struction quality, and the camera initialization. Unlike the
prior works that recursively select/adjust the cameras from
a user-defined discrete candidate set, the proposed method
continuously optimizes a set of randomly sampled cameras
in the continuous space. The core of the technique lies in
introducing the topology parameters to guide the maximiza-
tion of the two-view quality metric at each model surface
solely based on the closely located cameras. The method
designs one admissible camera to cover each model surface
and, at the same time, cluster its neighbor cameras based
on the topology of the surface connectivity. The global view
planning problem is then decomposed into a collection of
local optimization problems tofind the optimalmatched cam-
era positions/orientations within each cluster such that the
MVSquality ismaximized. The reformulated optimization is
computationally tractable and inherently parallel. Therefore,
an adapted particle swarm optimization (PSO) framework
is used to seek optimal solutions (i.e., camera views) effi-
ciently. The result is an optimized camera trajectory that a
rotorcraft UAV can fly for high-quality 3D reconstructions
of the inspected structure.

Three contributions are expected from the developed new
path planning method:

(1) By utilizing the topology information of the model sur-
faces’ connectivity to cluster the nearby cameras, a
significant reduction in the computation cost is achieved
in finding the best cameramatches at eachmodel surface
(i.e., time complexity reduced from cubic to linear).

(2) The method formulates the global view planning as
the collection of independent local multi-view opti-
mization problems that maximizes the MVS quality at
each surface solely based on the clustered cameras. The
reformulated problems are solved simultaneously by an
adapted PSO framework, enabling the efficient compu-
tation of the optimal path.

(3) Based on a model’s topology, our method avoids the
inclusion of redundant candidates in the initial set as in
the existing studies. Instead, only a desired number of
candidate cameras is sampled, which reduces the unnec-
essary cost (e.g., visibility detection) while increasing
the convergence speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. “Method-
ology” introduces the overview and the detailed steps of
the proposed UAV path planning method. In “Evaluation
and results”, the evaluation of the presented method is per-
formed based on three geometric variant synthetic scenes and
one complex real-world case study. Finally, we conclude our
work and point out the future research directions in “Con-
clusions”.
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Methodology

Figure 1 is an overview of the proposed method. Given a
rough model (e.g., a 3D model from Google Map) of the
target structure and the selected UAV, the method starts by
processing the input model into a triangular surface mesh
(“Input model triangulation”). The processed mesh contains
the desired number/size of the triangle surfaces, enabling
the per surface coverage planning. A topology-based cover-
age algorithm is proposed to design one admissible camera
to cover each model surface while clustering the candidate
matching cameras (“Topology-based coverage modeling”).
Based on the presented coverage algorithm, the optimal
camera views are found by simultaneously maximizing
the two-view quality metric within each cluster (“Multi-
-view optimization”). The proposed optimization method
integrates an approximated camera model (“Reconstruction
metric”) and a two-view reconstruction metric (“Approxi-
mated camera model”) into an adapted PSO (“Optimization
procedure”), enabling a randomly initialized camera set to
be optimized efficiently and continuously. After the opti-
mization, a fast algorithm is presented to assess the MVS

quality performance of the optimized cameras and samples
complementary camera views, guaranteeing the reconstruc-
tion quality even in the challenging regions (Sect. 2.3.5).
Finally, the cameras are converted into a shortest flight
trajectory (“Sampling complementary cameras”) and then
uploaded onto a ground control station for the automated
UAV inflight mission execution and the post-flight multi-
view stereo reconstruction.

The proposed method can be iterated if the quality of the
outputmodel needs further improvements. The subpar output
model can be used as a rough inputmodel in the new iteration.
Theoretically, the iterations can go on until the quality of the
output model reaches a satisfactory level. The method pro-
vides flexibility for generating 3Dmodels at different quality
levels. The details of the proposedmethod are discussed step-
by-step in the following sections.

Input model triangulation

A rough 3D model is needed as an input model for the cov-
erage planning. The coarse model can be downloaded from
Google Earth/Map or can be reconstructed from a simple

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method for aerial 3D reconstruction
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Fig. 2 Workflow of the model preprocessing algorithm on a residential
building: a the input geometry (over 300,000 triangles, downsampled
and color-coded for demonstration purposes); b the residual map when

the stopping condition is met (points in blue denote the inliers; points
in red denote the outliers; c the resampled mesh (122 triangles)

nadir (2D) flight if a Google Earth/Map model is not avail-
able. Then, the raw input model needs to be triangulated such
that each model surface can be covered by one viewpoint
with the specific sensor model [25, 26]. Preprocessing of
the input model is needed to convert the raw model (in point
cloud format or 3DCAD/BIM format) into a triangulated sur-
face mesh and make the sizes of triangulated surfaces more
evenly covered by the selected cameras. The proposed trian-
gulation method is an iterative mesh resampling algorithm
and is developed based on two criteria: (1) the triangulated
model must be geometrically consistent with the raw input
model; (2) each triangulated surfacemust fit into the camera’s
FOV at the required distances (i.e., Ground Sampling Dis-
tance (GSD)). The first criteria guarantee the high fidelity
of the processed model compared to the inputs, while the
second criteria ensure the baseline quality of the collected
images.

Starting from a baseline model surface size, the algorithm
incrementally resamples the input model with the reduced
size until the model reaches the required fidelity. The model
fidelity is computed as an errormetric that measures the near-
est neighbor distance (NND) of the point correspondences
between the resampled mesh and the input. Based on this
metric, a residual map is generated, and the ratio of out-
liers is computed based on a distance measurement ω. The
mesh is considered high fidelity if the ratio is less than a pre-
defined threshold τ. Otherwise, the surface size is reduced
(at certain step λ), and the above steps are repeated until the
stopping condition is met. Approximated Centroidal Voronoi
Diagrams (ACVD) [27] is employed for the model surfaces
resampling at each iteration, and the Poisson Disk Sampling
[28] is used to represent the point set for fidelity measure-
ment. The baseline surface size is the minimal surface area
covered by each camera view. It can be eithermanually deter-
mined or estimated based on the area scanned by the camera
footprints at the baselineGSD (i.e., 0.02m/pixel) [29]. In this
study, we set ω as 1 m, and τ equals 15%. This setup pre-
serves the major geometric components (e.g., façade, roof,
etc.) of building structures (typically at a scale 100–5000m2)

but might need to be slightly varied for other types of geome-
tries. The algorithm outputs a mesh with a relatively small
number of surfaces, thus encouraging fewer camera views,
and increasing the efficiency of the inflight image acquisition
and the post-flight 3D reconstruction. Figure 2 presents an
example of the proposedmethod for triangulating an orbiting
flight reconstructed residual building. The input is a dense
mesh containing over 300,000 triangle surfaces. Based on
the stopping condition, the detailed geometries that have less
effect on the building’s shape, such as the drip edges on the
roofs or the footings of the wall foundations, are considered
outliers in the residual map (as in Fig. 2b). The output is
a downsampled surface mesh that approximates the input
geometry with only 122 triangles.

Topology-based coveragemodeling

The proposed coverage algorithm defines the MVS camera
search spaces based on the topology of the model surfaces
connectivity. The algorithm includes two major steps: (1)
sampling a set of overlapped cameras with each camera cov-
ering a unique set of mesh surfaces; and (2) clustering the
neighborly located cameras as the candidate matches for the
3D triangulation at each surface.

Sampling overlapped cameras

For each mesh surface 𝓈
(
𝓈 ∈ S

)
, a camera view 𝓋𝓈 is

admissible if it is located within a hemisphere centered at
the centroid of the mesh surface (𝒸𝓈) with the camera field-
of-view (FOV) covers the adjacent triangles of𝓈 (as in Fig. 3).
It is also required that each admissible view satisfies the cam-
era gimbal constraints (e.g., camera pitch rotation constraint)
and the UAV safety clearance from the surveyed object [29].
Equation (1) presents the constraints that formulate the cam-
era search space:

𝒹(𝓋𝓈, 𝒸𝓈) ≤ R,
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Fig. 3 Each admissible camera view 𝓋𝓈 must cover a neighborhood of
the surfaces γ (𝓈) (colored in gray) centered at 𝓈 (colored in blue)

�̇�(𝓋𝓈, 𝓈) ≥ 𝒹s ,

θ(𝓋, 𝓃𝓈) ≤ θmax ,

π(𝓋𝓈, γ𝓀(𝓈)) � 1, (1)

where 𝒹 measures the Euclidean distance between 𝓋𝓈 and
𝒸𝓈,R is the radius of the hemisphere which is defined by the
baseline GSD given the camera focal length. �̇� computes the
perpendicular distance between the camera and the surface,
and𝒹s is the safety tolerance for the aircraft. θ measures the
observation between the camera ray and the surface normal
𝓃𝓈, and θmax indicates the maximal acceptable observation
angle. π is the Boolean function that denotes the complete
coverage of a camera view to the mesh surfaces. γ𝓀(𝓈) is a
collection of the neighborly connected mesh surfaces cen-
tered at 𝓈. We set 𝓀 equals 1 to ensure minimal overlapping
between the sampled cameras. The definition of γ𝓀(𝓈) and
the selection of 𝓀 are discussed in the next section.

Clustering candidate matchings

In MVS, triangulating 3D points from the closely located
images can reduce the cost of the redundant image selec-
tion while filtering out the erroneous points [6–8]. In this
study, the topology of the mesh surface connections is used
to guide the clustering of the neighbor cameras for the per
surface MVS quality maximization (detailed in “Multi-view
optimization”). Given the mesh, we define a graph G(S, E)

with each node denoted as a triangle surface and each edge
as the common edge that connects the surfaces. By defining
every edge in the graph as a unit distance, the proximity of
the surfaces can be computed by counting the minimal num-
ber of the common edges traversed between the surfaces. As
shown in Eq. (2), the neighborhood of 𝓈 is defined as the

Fig. 4 aTop: the currentmesh surface (in red) and the clusteredneighbor
surfaces (in blue); Bottom: the correspondent topology graph, denoting
the current view (in red) and the clustered candidate matches (in blue);
b two cases of the neighbor surface selection: Top: only 𝓈n1 is consid-
ered as the neighbor of 𝓈1; Bottom: neither 𝓈n1 nor 𝓈n2 is the neighbor
of 𝓈1

collection of the mesh surfaces with distance less than 𝓀.

γ𝓀(𝓈) �
⋃
𝓈′∈S

𝓈′, i f �̂�
(
𝓈, 𝓈′) ≤ 𝓀, 𝓀 ∈ Z

+, (2)

where �̂� is the distance of the shortest path between 𝓈 and 𝓈′,
and 𝓀 is a coefficient that controls the number of the neigh-
boring surfaces. Due to one camera view is defined at each
surface, thus the topological structure (i.e., neighborhood) of
the mesh surfaces can be used to map the closeness of the
sampled cameras (as in Eq. 3).

γ𝓀(𝓋𝓈) ↔ γ𝓀(𝓈𝓋), (3)

where 𝓈𝓋 and 𝓋𝓈, respectively, denotes the correspondent
mesh surface and the camera. γ𝓀(𝓋𝓈) is a cluster of closely
located cameras with each one points towards a unique sur-
face in γ𝓀(𝓈𝓋). Because the influence of a camera is spatially
limited (i.e., FOV, GSD), there is a large chance that the best-
matched camera for triangulating 𝓈𝓋 belongs to γ𝓀(𝓋𝓈).With
greater𝓀meansmore neighbor cameras are clustered, which
increases the possibility of covering the real best matches.
The extreme case is that all cameras are included in each
cluster which is identical to perform the stereo-matching
globally. In this study, 𝓀 � 3 is used empirically to ensure
good matching results for complex scenes and, at the same
time, keeps the computational load small. Figure 4a shows
an example of the clustered neighbor surfaces with 𝓀 � 2
for demonstration purposes.

In most cases, the growth of cluster size follows the prop-
erties of the triangular mesh (i.e., each triangle surface is
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connected to at most three other surfaces through common
edges). However, there are cases when a single edge is con-
nected with more than one surface plane, such as at the
concave area. Due to the occluded camera ray, the neighbor
surfaces might be invisible by the selected camera, leading
to clustering the falsely matched cameras. In this study, a
simple mechanism is defined to select the neighbor surfaces.
Given a surface plane 𝓈1 and a point along the surface normal
(denoted as p1), we define 𝓈n is a neighbor of 𝓈1 if there is no
intersection between the line connecting p1 pn and the model
geometry. As shown in Fig. 4b, 𝓈n1 is a neighbor of 𝓈1 only
when p1 pn1 is not intersected with the model, and 𝓈n2 is not
a neighbor of 𝓈1 due to the intersection between p1 pn2 and
𝓈n1 in both cases.

Multi-view optimization

Problem formation

Given a model (i.e., triangular mesh) and a designed number
of camera views, the objective is to find the optimal views
(V∗) in terms of the positions and the orientations where
the MVS quality at each model surface is maximized (as in
Eq. 4):

V∗ � argmax
𝒱

∑
𝓈∈S

∑
𝓋∈V

∑
𝓊∈V

𝒽(𝓋, 𝓊, 𝓈), (4)

where 𝓋, 𝓊 (𝓊 	� ν) consist of the potentially matched
cameras, and 𝒽 is the metric that models the MVS quality
based on the matched views. The computational complex-
ity of finding the optimal solution is O(|S||V|2) since we
need to traverse through every camera combination to find
the best one [22]. This formation, based on the proposed cov-
erage algorithm (“Topology-based coveragemodeling”), can
be reformulated as in Eq. (5):

V∗ � argmax
𝒱

∑
𝓈∈S

𝒽(𝓋𝓈, γ𝓀(𝓋𝓈), 𝓈). (5)

Due to 𝓈 and 𝓋𝓈 are exclusively correlated, and 𝓀 is a
constant, the complexity of the problem is reduced to O(|S|).
This strategy regularizes the search space needed to find the
best matches, making the multi-view optimization problem
computational tractable even when dealing with the cameras
in the continuous space.

Optimization procedure

Figure 5 shows the workflow of the proposed optimization
method, which is based on a priorly developed PSO frame-
work [26]. The framework is adapted to incorporate the
proposed coverage model, a reconstruction quality metric,

and an approximated camera model for efficient and contin-
uous MVS optimization.

The optimization method starts with initializing a popula-
tion of particles with each particle denoting a set of randomly
sampled camera views based on the triangulated model (as
in “Input model triangulation”) and the coverage constraints
(“Topology-based coverage modeling”). Next, the fitness of
each particle is evaluated through a reconstruction metric
(detailed in “Reconstruction metric”). The set of the camera
views with the maximal reconstruction quality is selected as
the best particle. In [26], a greedy heuristic was developed
to enhance the best particle and avoid the optimization being
trapped at the local optima. However, this step is slow in
the current form because the cameras’ visibility/quality was
sequentially rendered/evaluated.

In this study, an approximated camera model is devel-
oped to reduce the cost of visibility detection and speed up
the optimization. Based on the updated global best particle,
each particle in the population is recomputed using the PSO
mechanism [30]. Each camera in the updated particle must
also lie in the admissible space defined by the coverage con-
straints (“Topology-based coverage modeling”). The above
steps iterate until themaximal number of iterations is reached
(i.e., 15) or thefitness value of the global best particle does not
improve for three consecutive iterations (i.e., convergence).
The output is the desired set of camera views where theMVS
quality at every model surface is maximized.

In the following sections, we first discuss how the
reconstruction metric is calculated and then present the
approximated cameramodel that significantly accelerates the
optimization.

Reconstruction metric

In this subsection, we quantify the reconstruction metric𝒽 at
each surface given a set of cameras. The metric estimates the
MVS quality based on the two-view geometric analysis [22].
Technically, the metric is composed of two terms: the view-
to-surfaces observation and the view-to-views triangulation.
We discuss each term in detail as follows.

View-to-surfaces observation (𝒽ℴ): the view-to-surface
observation measures the distance and the incidence angle
between each camera view to the covered mesh surfaces (as
presented in Eq. 6).

𝒽ℴ(𝓋, 𝓈) �
∑

𝓈+∈γ1(𝓈)

𝒽res
(
𝓋𝓈, 𝓈+

)
𝒽ang

(
𝓋𝓈, 𝓈+

)
,

𝒽res(𝓋, 𝓈) � max

[
1 − 𝒹(𝓋, 𝒸𝓈)

R , 0

]
,

𝒽ang(𝓋, 𝓈) � max

[
1 − θ(𝓋, 𝓃𝓈)

θmax
, 0

]
, (6)
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Fig. 5 Workflow of the multi-view optimization. The camera rays in red conceptually denote the best matches selected from the candidates (camera
rays in black)

where 𝒽res is the image resolution factor that measures the
camera to surface distance, and 𝒽ang is the image distortion
factor that indicates the incidence angle between the camera
direction and the surface normal. We constrain both factors
within the range of [0, 1]. Noted we do not provide the vis-
ibility check in Eq. (6) because the sampled cameras must
already satisfy the coverage constraint (Eq. 1).

View-to-views triangulation (𝒽𝓉): for each camera view,
the view-to-view triangulation factor seeks the 𝓂 best
matches from the candidate matching cameras in terms of
the sufficient overlapping, the appropriate parallax, and the
small baseline (as in Eq. 7):

𝒽𝓉(𝓋, 𝓈, 𝓂) � max
γ̂ (𝓋)⊂γ (𝓋)

0pt|γ̂ (𝓋)|�𝓂

∑
𝓋+∈γ̂ (𝓋)

π
(
𝓋+, 𝓈

)
𝒽bas

(
𝓋+, s

)
𝒽par

(
𝓋, 𝓋+, 𝓈

)
,

𝒽bas(𝓊, 𝓈) � max

[
1 − 𝒹(𝓊, 𝒸𝓈)

R , 0

]
,

𝒽par (𝓋, 𝓊, 𝓈) � exp

⎛
⎜⎝

(
θ	 𝓋𝒸𝓈𝓊

− ρ
)2

2σ 2

⎞
⎟⎠, (7)

where𝒽bas evaluates the baseline effects of a camera pair and
𝒽par models the parallax dependency on the depth error. The

𝒽par is measured as a Gaussian function defined based on
[7]. We empirically set ρ as 28° for additional tolerance at
large angles and let 𝓂 equal to 4 as suggested in [6].

Finally, we concatenate the defined terms in Eqs. (6) and
(7), and the reconstructionmetric at each camera view/model
surface is obtained, as shown in Eq. (8).

𝒽(𝓋, 𝓈) � 𝒽ℴ(𝓋, 𝓈)𝒽𝓉(𝓋, 𝓈, 𝓂). (8)

Approximated camera model

InMVS planning, visibility detection has been considered as
the most expensive step [20, 22]. Given a set of cameras and
the surface points, the visibility of each camera is computed
through the ray casting operations at every surface point in
two steps: (1)measuring if the point is locatedwithin the cam-
era FOV; (2) checking whether there is an obstacle between
the camera and the surface point. The time complexity of this
operation is quadratic in terms of the number of cameras and
the surface points. The proposed camera model reduces the
computation cost while assuring the visibility detection qual-
ity by actively restricting the camera 𝓋 visible points within
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Fig. 6 Evaluation of the approximated camera model: a Model geom-
etry with the camera covered surfaces and the neighbor surfaces (|P | :
12,700, |Pn| : 2376); b comparison of the visibility detection using the

conventional (left) and the approximated (right) camera model; c com-
parison of the observation quality using the conventional (left) and the
approximated (right) camera model

γ (𝓈𝓋). To ensure the approximated camera does not exclude
the good quality points, a photometric metric [31] is used for
the evaluation.

Figure 6a shows an example of presented method on a
building-scale geometry. We denote the surface points as P
and the points within the neighbors of the camera covered
surface as Pn(Pn ⊂ P), thus computation can be reduced to
|Pn|/|P|. Compared to the conventional method (i.e., full
camera FOV), the proposed method only processes 16% of
the computation (as in Fig. 6b) but covers more than 80% of
the regions with the best observation quality (as in Fig. 6c).
This strategywould perform even better for large-scale struc-
tures because the visibility calculation does not grow as the
model size increases. Since only the central piece of the cam-
era FOV is utilized for the computation, the proposed camera
model increases the robustness to the real-worldUAVsurvey-
ing applications where the collected images might be shifted
from the original capturing spots due to the existence of the
localization errors.

Based on the approximated camera model, the optimiza-
tion can be facilitated by simultaneously evaluating the
non-overlapped cameras. To identify such cameras, we con-
struct a new graph G′ where each node denotes a cluster of
surfaces/cameras in G (constructed in “Clustering candidate
matchings”). Then, the edges in G′ are denoted as the con-
nections between the clusters. Based on the approximated
camera model, the non-overlapped cameras can be incre-
mentally selected by breadth-first searching (BFS) through
the disconnected nodes in G′. To avoid the order depen-
dency of the selected cameras, a random seed is used as
the starting node at each iteration. After each search, a set
of non-overlapped cameras is obtained. Then, we subtract
the correspondent nodes in G′, and use the same strategy to
recursively select the non-overlapped cameras from the rest
nodes. The recursion terminates until the number of unse-
lected cameras is less than ε. For a mesh model that contains
100 triangular surfaces, normally this procedure reduces 6–9
times of the optimization when compared to the existing
framework where the camera views are evaluated/updated

sequentially. Based on this strategy, our method can com-
pute the optimal cameras in minutes even on a personal PC
with limited computational resources (e.g., memory, GPU,
etc.).

Sampling complementary cameras

In most cases, we obtain high-quality, dense reconstruc-
tion from the optimized results. However, artifacts and
disconnected reconstructions might exist at scenes contain-
ing locally sharp corners or deeply concave regions [20]. To
account for this issue, a heuristic is proposed to adaptively
sample complementary cameras at the poorly reconstructed
regions. A workflow of the proposed heuristic is shown in
Fig. 7. First, the reconstruction quality at each mesh sur-
face, given a set of optimal camera views, is evaluated. The
model surfaces with insufficient reconstruction quality (i.e.,
𝒽 < 0.15) are identified. For each extracted surface, we
add a complementary camera which forms good geometric
reasoning with the existing camera. To achieve that, we sam-
ple several admissible cameras at the surface through the
coverage model with the constraints of the parallax angle ϕ

and baseline distance 𝒹 between each newly sampled view
and the existing camera for good image matching. Next, we
evaluate the quality of each admissible camera based on the
observation quality𝒽ℴ. The camera view with the best qual-
ity is selected as the complementary camera. We iterate this
procedure until complementary camera views are provided at
every extracted surface. Finally, we merge the complemen-
tary cameras into the optimized camera set. In theory, we
can repeat this process by re-evaluating the reconstruction
quality at the complex regions. However, adding redundant
cameras often result in diminished returns. Thus, we perform
this process only once for all the experiments in this study.

Trajectory generation

For automated aerial reconstruction of real-world structures,
the computed camera viewpoints need to be converted into a
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Fig. 7 Workflow of sampling
complementary cameras:
a poorly reconstructed surfaces
extraction (in dashed box);
b complementary cameras
sampling (in light green) and
selection (in green); c merging
cameras and re-evaluation
(optional)

Fig. 8 Workflow of trajectory generation: a shortest TSP path planning without considering the on-site obstacles; b collision detection at each path
segment and path rerouting; c path smoothing and trajectory generation

safe and efficient trajectory that a rotorcraft UAV can follow.
For rotorcraftUAVs, themajor constraint for designing a path
connecting the viewpoints is the speed limit [25]. Thus, slow
maneuvering is desired to increase the accuracy of the path
following.

In this study, the trajectory generation process is divided
into three steps. First, we construct a complete graph with
each node representing a camera position and each edge
indicating the Euclidian distance between the cameras. The
start and end positions are determined based on the UAV
take-off/landing spots. We employ the LKH-TSP solver [32]
to compute the shortest path travels through all the camera
positions without considering the site obstacles (Fig. 8a).
Then, the collision detection is performed at each path seg-
ment using the hierarchy OBBTree [33]. If a collision is
found, motion planning algorithms can be applied to reroute
the path segment. The sampling-based stochastic searches
such as rapidly exploring random tree star (RRT*) [34]
can find the near-optimal solutions in short time. However,
RRT* suffers from a slow convergence rate in the high
state dimensions and large space, making the method inef-
ficient to find the collision-free trajectory. In this study, we
employ the informed RRT* [35] to speed up the pathfinding
process while ensuring path optimality. The method biased
the sampling domain within a decreased ellipsoidal subset,
enabling the linear convergences of the optimal solution.

After that, a collision-free path can be obtained by connect-
ing every refined path segment (Fig. 8b). The connected path
is piecewise linear and not tractable by a UAV with dynamic
constraints. Thus, in the last step, we convert the path into
a smooth trajectory using B-spline Curve interpolation [36].
The cubic curve is selected to connect each path segment
with great flexibility. The output is a smoothed trajectory
that allows a rotorcraft UAV to tightly follow at a relative
low speed (e.g., 1–2 m/s).

Evaluation and results

Experimental setup

The selected scenes

As shown in Fig. 9, three synthetic scenes and one real-world
structure are selected to evaluate the proposedmethod. Using
the synthetic scenes for evaluation has two advantages: (1)
the ground truthmodels of the synthetic scenes are noise-free
as opposed to other measurement tools (e.g., ground control
points, GNSS-based measurement, or laser scanning), which
enables the precise evaluation of the reconstruction quality
(i.e., accuracy and completeness); (2) the synthetic environ-
ment is controlled so ensures the image quality is consistent
and not affected by the random real-world environmental
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Fig. 9 The selected case studies in this study: a Res., b Com., c Ind.,
and d Church

factors (e.g., sunlight direction, shadows, wind, and moving
objects in the field). In this way, the performance evalua-
tion of different path planning algorithms can be compared
without concerning random impact from environmental fac-
tors. Due to these two advantages, synthetic models are
widely adopted in performance evaluation in MVS recon-
struction [19, 20, 22, 24]. The selected synthetic scenes are
from free online sources and rendered in Unreal Engine 4: a
3D game engine with rich support of photo-realistic scenes.
Since these scenes are not originally designed for multi-view
reconstruction, we adjust the original modular templates so
that sufficient salient features can be extracted from the ren-
dered cameras. The three synthetic scenes are objects of (a)
Res. [37], (b) Com. [38], and (c) Ind [39] (as in Fig. 9a–c),
each with unique geometrical properties. Specifically, (a) is
a two-story residential house. It is a small building struc-
ture containing many geometrical complex regions, such as
the gable roof, the dormers, and the balcony, that are hard
to be fully covered by the aerial images; (b) is a commer-
cial building with a flat roof and rich surface textures. The
model contains a concave area with sharp corners that is dif-
ficult to be triangulated due to the large parallax. The last
scene (c) is an industrial oil/natural gas facility. It contains
both the texture-less twin tank structures and the surrounded
slim pipelines that are considered challenging geometries for
multi-view reconstruction.

To validate the proposedmethod in the real-world environ-
ment, an actual church building (as in Fig. 9d) is selected for
the evaluation. The building is larger compared to the syn-
thetic scenes. It also contains rich geometrical details and
surface variations across the building façades/roofs, making
it a good fit for the evaluation under physical world condition.

Input parameters

Table 1 lists the input parameters of the proposed method.
Compared to the synthetic scenes, additional tolerance is

Table 1 List of the input parameters for the synthetic and the real-world
(in parentheses) case studies

Parameters Symbols Values

Safety distance tolerance 𝒹s 3m (6 m)

Minimal height above ground Hmin 3m (10 m)

Maximal incidence angle θmax 70◦

Radius of viewpoints sampling R 46m

Gimbal pitch rotation limits ψ [−90◦, 30◦]
Camera field of view FOV 90◦

Camera resolution 𝓇 4000 × 3000

given to the real-world case study for the safety concerns
due to the existence of the external noises (e.g., GPS preci-
sion, wind, ground effect, site obstacles, etc.).

Different types of input models are selected to evaluate
the proposed method. For the Res. and Church, image recon-
struction from an orbit flight path is used to obtain the rough
geometries of the structures. However, we found the orbit
paths fail to generate complete models forCom. and Ind (i.e.,
missing walls at the concave regions and the low coverage of
the self-occluded pipe structures). Thus, we manually create
the 2.5D models of these structures based on a rough estima-
tion of the occupied area and the height of the model. These
input models only provide the coarse estimates of the ground
truths, which need to be further refined using the presented
methods.

Images acquisition

For the synthetic scenes, the virtual camera is rendered
through UnrealCV [40]. We set the camera at the resolution
of 4000×3000 with the horizontal FOV as 90

◦
. The sunlight

shadows, the light reflection, and the camera exposure are
disabled throughout the image collection.

For the real-world application, the first step is to convert
the computed trajectories from the local coordinates to the
World Geodetic System (WGS-84). Next, the converted geo-
graphic coordinates are imported into a groundcontrol station
software. In this study, we select UgCS [41] from SPH Engi-
neering as the ground station due to its flexibility in importing
a sequence ofwaypointswith designated cameramotions and
the support of various types of drones. DJI Mavic 2 Zoom is
selected as the aerial platform for the automated waypoints
following. The onboard camera is a 4 K resolution CMOS
image sensor. The drone is designed to fly at a low speed
(1.5 m/s) to ensure the accurate path following and stay still
at each viewpoint for 0.5 s to avoid the image blur. Due to
the limited battery capacity as opposed to the designed path,
multiple flights are needed to travel through every designed
waypoint.Wemanually set the drone return to homewhen the
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Table 2 Statistics of the selected
structures: (from left to right) the
areas, the height, the input type,
the triangular surface number of
the resampled mesh, as well as
the reconstruction pipelines

Scene Type Area (m2) Height (m) Input geometry Reconstruction output

Res Synthetic 296.22 9.87 Orbit flight Triangular mesh

Com 1344.29 9.12 2.5D Triangular mesh

Ind 1422.41 15.11 2.5D Dense point cloud

Church Real world 3678.51 20.51 Orbit flight Triangular mesh

battery level is less than 30%. After the battery replacement,
we fly the drone to the last visited waypoint and continue the
mission until every waypoint is visited.

3D reconstruction

After the image acquisition, the collected images are
imported into Agisoft Metashape [42] for dense 3D recon-
struction. The positions of the camera views (GPS for the
real-world environment) are used to facilitate the photo-
alignment steps. The repeated textures in the synthetic scenes
can cause false alignments between the images. Such align-
ments need to be reset and re-aligned to avoid misaligned
models. We set the quality as high both in the image align-
ment and dense point cloud reconstruction steps. For the 3D
surface reconstruction, the interpolation mode and hole fill-
ing function are disabled to perverse the geometric details.
We only output the dense point cloud for the Ind. scene since
it is very costly to convert the slim structures (i.e., railings,
pipelines, joints, ladders, etc.) into surface meshes without
producing additional artifacts. Table 2 presents the general
information and statistic of the selected structures, the type
of the input geometry, and the reconstruction output.

Comparisons

Two methods are selected for benchmarking our approach:
(1) the baseline Overhead and (2) the state-of-the-art NBV.
Overhead is a commonly used path planningmethod forUAV
photogrammetry and is widely used for benchmarking path
planning algorithms [43]. Same as the prior work [19], the
Overhead flight is designed as a lawnmower flight at a safe
height above the scene followedby anorbit path to capture the
oblique images. We uniformly distributed the camera views
on both the lawnmower and the orbit path with camera views
oriented towards the center of the scene. The 80/80 image
overlapping between the adjacent views is required to ensure
complete reconstruction. In this study, we implement a naive
NBV method as presented in [19, 20, 44] to greedily select
the vantage camera viewpoints from an ensemble of candi-
date cameras. The two-view quality evaluation [22] is used
to guide the view selection process such that the compared
results are majorly affected by the optimization methods
instead of the quality criterion being selected. To make a

fair comparison and avoid the unbounded images being col-
lected in NBV, the number of the camera views estimated in
our method is used as an additional termination condition in
NBV optimization.

Evaluation methods

To quantitatively evaluate the reconstruction quality, the 3D
models need to be initially transformed to the same coordi-
nates of the ground truth. Such transformations are computed
in a coarse-to-fine fashion: First, we roughly align the two
models based on several well-distributed points (e.g., cor-
ners) both from the reconstructedmodel and the ground truth.
Next, we refine this rough alignment through the iterative
closest point (ICP) registration [45]. To provide a robust reg-
istration result, we embed the RANSAC [46] into the ICP
to remove the outliers and guarantee the registration con-
vergence. Based on the aligned models, we compare the
quality of the reconstruction models based on two indica-
tors: accuracy and completeness as in the previous works
[22]. The accuracy (also denoted as precision) measures the
maximal geometric distance between the reconstruction to
the ground truth, given a percentage of the points. To mea-
sure the accuracy, we compute the error map which is the
Euclidean distance between each point on the surface of the
reconstructed model to the closest point on the ground truth.
Then, we collect the distances from the whole point set, and
compute the histogram map at 90%, 95%, and 99% of the
point set. The completeness (also denoted as recall) mea-
sures the coverage ratio of the reconstruction to the ground
truth, given a distance threshold. To calculate the complete-
ness, we use the same strategy to compute the closest point
error map between the point sets but count the percentage of
the points within the pre-defined distances. We empirically
set the thresholds as: 0.02 m, 0.05 m, and 0.2 m, to evalu-
ate the completeness at different levels of details (LoDs). In
the following, we use Acc. and Comp. as the accuracy and
the completenessmetrics, and ErrorAcc and ErrorComp as the
correspondent error maps.

Terrestrial laser scanning

For the real-world experiment, terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) is used to obtain the actual geometry of the church. In
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Fig. 10 The input models
(including the reconstruction
from orbit flights and the
manually designed 2.5D) and the
computed camera trajectories (in
orange) of the three structures (in
columns) using different
methods: Top: Overhead,
Middle: NBV, Bottom: Ours

Table 3 Statistic of the computed
image views and the flight
distance of the synthetic
structures using the different
methods

Overhead NBV Ours

Scene #Images Distance
(m)

Scene #Images Distance
(m)

Scene #Images Distance
(m)

Res 125 582.3 Res 123 700.73 Res 123 712.1

Com 169 1099.1 Com 163 1358.3 Com 163 1080.6

Ind 169 782.4 Ind 164 1003.9 Ind 164 816.6

this study, the selected laser scanner is Leica BLK360. The
scanner ensures 4-mm accuracy at distances of up to 10 m.
Due to the limited sensing range of the scanner, it is required
to register multiple scans to obtain a complete model. We
set the quality setting of each scan as high to ensure the high
density, and make sure sufficient overlaps between two scans
for accurate registration.

Results

Synthetic scenes

In Fig. 10, the input geometry, and the camera trajectories
of the three synthetic scenes computed based on our method
and the two comparison methods are presented. Same UAV
departure and landing spots are used such that the distances of
the trajectories computed using different methods are com-
parable. Table 3 presents the statistics of the collected images
and the distance of the flight trajectories on different scenes.
The results show that Overhead produces relatively more
images due to the required image overlay. NBV is clamped at

the designated cameras before the convergence, which val-
idates that our method keeps the number of the collected
images small. Among the threemethods, Overhead generates
the shortest trajectory due to the closeness of the arranged
cameras. Compared to the NBV, the trajectories generated
from our method are slightly shorter even though we do not
constrain the travel budget in either implementation.

Figure 11 illustrates the 3D reconstructions of the syn-
thetic scenes. One challenging region for 3D reconstruction
(the yellow box) at each scene is picked to exemplify the
details of the evaluations. Specifically, for Res., the selected
region (as in Fig. 12) is the front wall and balcony. It is
observed that Overhead fails to reconstruct the walls beneath
the roof and the balcony due to these regions being obstructed
from the overhead flight; NBV presents better overall results
than Overhead, especially for covering the wall sections.
However, the balcony is still poorly reconstructed. In con-
trast, our method is capable of fully recovering these regions
and shows the best result at both the ErrorAcc and ErrorComp
maps. For Com., a concave area is chosen (as in Fig. 13).
Both NBV and our method present fewer errors at the build-
ing corners than Overhead. Compared to NBV, our method
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Fig. 11 3D reconstruction of the
three scenes (in columns) using
different methods: Top:
Overhead, Middle: NBV,
Bottom: Ours. A challenging
region for aerial reconstruction is
chosen in each scene for the
detailed comparison

Fig. 12 Detailed comparison at the highlighted region in Res. Top:
Overhead, Middle: NBV, Bottom: Ours. a Enlarged view of the 3D
reconstruction; b enlarged view of the colored-coded ErrorAcc map;
c enlarged view of the color-coded ErrorComp map. The unit of the
color maps legend is meter

shows slightly better results in the model accuracy, espe-
cially in reconstructing the slope window awnings. For Ind.,
the gas tank (in Fig. 14) is selected due to the geometric com-
plexity and the texture-less at the structure surface. The slim
structures (e.g., railing, ladders, pipelines) located around
the tanks make it even harder for photogrammetric recon-
struction. Compared to the Overhead and NBV, our method
shows the best results, especially at the model completeness.
However, the method still fails to fully recover the detailed
structures (e.g., ladders, railings). This might be caused by
the relatively low detailed levels of the input geometries.
Table 4 summarizes the quantitative evaluations of the recon-
structions as opposed to the ground truth. The results further
validate the observations: our method shows superior results

Fig. 13 Detailed comparison at the highlighted region in Com. Top:
Overhead, Middle: NBV, Bottom: Ours. a Enlarged view of the 3D
reconstruction; b enlarged view of the colored-coded ErrorAcc map;
c enlarged view of the color-coded ErrorComp map. The unit of the
color maps legend is meter

at both Acc. and Comp., especially for the Res. and Com.
scenes. We observe that the NBV shows slightly better Acc.
(i.e., 95%, 99%) in the Ind. scene. It might be partially caused
by the fact that more structures are recovered by our method
(i.e., higher Comp.). In addition, both methods are primarily
affected by the fidelity of the input geometry. The relatively
lower Acc., especially at 95% marks compared to the other
scenes, shows the potential improvements of the methods.
Overall, the proposed method presents the superiority on the
all-around reconstruction quality in terms of the more visual
details and the fewer artifacts. This can be attributed to the
proposed view planning strategy that cohesively optimizes
the surface coverage and the stereo-matching quality at each
model surface.
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Fig. 14 Detailed comparison at the highlighted region in Ind.: Top:
overhead, middle: NBV, bottom: ours. a Enlarged view of the 3D
reconstruction; b enlarged view of the colored-coded ErrorAcc map;
c enlarged view of the color-coded ErrorComp map. The unit of the
color maps legend is meter

Real-world application

In this section, we discuss the results obtained from the
real-world experiment (i.e., church). Figure 15 shows the tra-
jectories uploaded to UgCS desktop for mission execution.
Tominimize the effects of theweather conditions, the images
are collected in the mornings of three consecutive sunny

Table 5 Statistics of the real-world missions

Method Number of
images

Number of
flights

Duration of
mission
(min)

Overhead 225 3 59

NBV 214 4 74

Ours 214 4 66

days. Table 5 shows the statistics of the missions, including
the number of images being collected, the number of flights
needed (for battery replacement), and the overall duration
of the mission (e.g., inflight duration and time required for
battery replacement).

Figure 16 shows the 3D reconstruction based on the pro-
posed method. Two regions (R1 in blue and R2 in red) are
highlighted and scanned with the TLS for detailed com-
parison. Figure 17 shows the visual comparison of these
highlighted regions between differentmethods. Among these
methods, the proposed method generates fewer artifacts and
recovers more geometric details such as the wall textures and
the HVAC units in R1, and the rooftop and the curved wall
as in R2

Fig. 15 Flight trajectories
uploaded to UgCS desktop for
the automated aerial image
acquisition: a overhead; b NBV;
c ours

Table 4 Quantitative comparison
of the reconstruction in terms of
the model accuracy (Acc.) and
the completeness (Comp.)

Scene Method Comp. 0.02m
(%)

Comp. 0.05m
(%)

Comp. 0.2m
(%)

Acc.
90% (m)

Acc.
95% (m)

Acc. 99%
(m)

Res Overhead 34 40 64 0.041 0.099 0.392

NBV 42 50 73 0.029 0.064 0.283

Ours 50 57 77 0.020 0.042 0.268

Com Overhead 45 54 81 0.028 0.078 0.421

NBV 47 56 84 0.024 0.041 0.409

Ours 48 58 83 0.023 0.036 0.384

Ind Overhead 27 38 61 0.120 0.175 0.361

NBV 31 50 68 0.104 0.151 0.297

Ours 38 54 68 0.097 0.153 0.319
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Fig. 16 3D reconstructions of the
Church scene based on our
method. The TLS of the two
regions (R1 in blue and R2 in
red) are selected for the detailed
comparison. Because the scanner
can only be placed on the ground,
the scanned models only cover
the lower level of the building

Fig. 17 Enlarged views of the
reconstruction at R1 and R2.
Top: overhead; middle: NBV;
bottom: ours

To perform the quantitative evaluation, we manually crop
the image-based reconstructions and compute the accuracy
and completeness based on the scanning results. Table 6
shows the computed Acc. and Comp. For the sake of brevity,
we only select themiddle thresholds: 95% accuracy and 0.05
completeness, for evaluation. The results validate that there
are noticeable improvements in the reconstruction quality
between our method and the other two. Note that our method
is inherently more robust to the positions/orientations errors

(GPS errors, wind, UAV control system, etc.) because the
approximated camera model only uses the central pieces of
the camera FOV.

Figures 18 and 19 further demonstrated the color-coded
ErrorAcc and ErrorComp map at each highlighted region.
Compared to the other two methods, our method can better
recover the building facades and corners (in ellipses). How-
ever, it is noticed that large errors still existed at areas closed
to the windows/doors where the glass and mirrors can bring
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Table 6 Quantitative comparison between different methods

Church Method Comp. (0.05 m) (%) Acc. 95% (m)

R1 Overhead 62 0.027

NBV 64 0.025

Ours 65 0.020

R2 Overhead 84 0.019

NBV 86 0.016

Ours 88 0.016

Fig. 18 Detailed comparison at R1. Left: enlarged view of the colored-
coded ErrorAcc map; right: enlarged view of the color-coded ErrorComp
map. top: overhead; middle: NBV; bottom: ours. The unit of the color
maps legend is meter

Fig. 19 Detailed comparison at R2. Left: enlarged view of the colored-
coded ErrorAcc map; right: enlarged view of the color-coded ErrorComp
map. Top: overhead; middle: NBV; bottom: ours. The unit of the color
maps legend is meter

additional noises to the model quality. Adaptive strategies
might be needed to handle such areas for accurate recon-
struction.

Further evaluations

Finally, we evaluate the proposed method’s optimization
performance and runtime. In Fig. 20a, we visualize the con-
vergence of the normalized reconstruction metric 𝒽∗ over

iterations for the selected scenes. It is observed that every
optimization is converged by the end of the iteration. The
fast convergence at the early iterations (i.e., 1–5) is inherited
from the parallelizable PSO [26]. To properly compare the
runtime efficiency of our algorithm as opposed to the exist-
ing state-of-the-arts (i.e., NBV), it is vital to implement the
algorithms on the same hardware and software configura-
tions. We implement both algorithms using Python 3.8 with
the enabled CPU parallel computing using OpenMP [47].
VTK 9.0.3 [48] is utilized to render cameras’ visibility and
detect collisions. We perform all the experiments on a PC
desktop with Intel CPU E5-2630 processor, 64 GB (DDR4)
memory running on Ubuntu 18.04. Figure 20b compares the
computation time (averaged from five runs) between NBV
and the proposed method. The result demonstrates that our
method generally takes significantly less time (around 17%)
on all the selected scenes. Better results are obtained on larger
structures (i.e., Church) which validates the scalability of
the presented method. It is worth noting that recent works
enabled aerial path planning within minutes [22], which is
comparable to ours. However, the method requires a good
initial flight and cutting-edge GPU support. In contrast, our
method is fully automated (e.g., no user input) and can reach
similar time spans on a personal desktop where only a multi-
thread CPU is needed.

Conclusions

The results from the four studied cases suggest that the
proposed method outperforms the baseline approach (i.e.,
Overhead) and the state-of-the-art (i.e., NBV) in terms of
computational efficiency, level of automation, and 3D recon-
struction quality. The versatility and robustness of themethod
are evaluated based on three selected synthetic structures and
one real-world application.
Although this study is based on implementing a single UAV
scenario, multi-UAV implementations can also be achieved
by cooperatively optimizing the paths of each UAV while
ensuring safety constraints (e.g., collision avoidance between
the paths). Because this paper focuses on demonstrating the
advantages of incorporating topology information in path
planning, multi-UAV implementation will not be further dis-
cussed.

There are cases where the proposed method may not
apply. First, the proposed method requires the input geome-
try triangulated as a connected surface mesh. Therefore, path
planning needs to be calculated for each object individually
for objects with disconnected surfaces (e.g., a group of mul-
tiple disconnected buildings). Second, the method assumes
sufficient textures throughout the model surfaces (for fea-
ture extractions). This assumption might not hold for certain
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Fig. 20 a Optimization
convergences over iterations
(metrics are rescaled between
[0,1]); b comparison of the
computation time between NBV
and Ours

building envelope materials such as glass and mirrors, which
can cause misalignments during the image registration.
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